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Introduction 



work innovation | IT Landscaping Architecture Building services Structures 

Dutch Hospital Design is a 180 person multidisciplinary team of hospital 

specialists who apply comprehensive concepts to create fully integrated 

designs for next generation hospitals 

 

and: 
 logistics 
 medical devices 
 OT design 
 traffic | parking 
 healing environment 
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A historical perspective 



Nurse ward in Scutari 19th century 
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Nurse ward in 1960 
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1st class bedroom in the ‘60 



a modern bedroom 



a future bedroom 



X-ray in 1960 



Current 3D scan possibilities 





Operating Theatre in 1850 



Operating theatre in 1920 



A current hybrid OT 



Robotic surgery 



do you know  
what will happen 
in healthcare? 



take the 
uncertainty as 
the only certainty 
for the future! 



4 important requirements of a hospital building: 
 

 functional 
(for an efficient organisation) 
 

 a stimulating environment 
(for patient and staff) 
 

 adaptable 
(so that it will remain efficient and pleasant) 
 

 fits in its surroundings 
(in the broadest meaning of the word) 



some examples 
 
all featuring the 4 requirements for hospital buildings 
but with different accents 



Martini Hospital: ultimate flexibility 



Neanderthaler 100.000 B.C. 

the coming decades human 
beings will still have need for: 

 safety 

 natural daylight 

 view 

 space 

 orientation 

 a nice place to stay 



Flexibility: uniform building blocks 

expansion zone 
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expansion zone 

A uniform narrow building block supplies the 
ability of exchanging functions and offers 30% 
more natural daylight, for the length of the 
façade is about 30% more then a traditional 
block with a width of 25 m¹.  
The extra costs of the façade has to be solved 
by repetition of prefab elements. 

 



Flexibility: expansion zones 

The biggest disadvantage of uniformity is that just 
one size fits. This has been solved by the creation of 
an expansion zone with the spatial possibilities similar 
to a “chest of drawers”. These so called hanging boxes 
can also be added once the building is in use. 
 





Structure 

The two 'serpents' have been 
connected via a main street with 
2 junction points (stairs and lifts). 
A compact structure allows a lot 
of functional relationships and is 
easy to understand.  
It even offers rentable parts of 
the building if needed. 



natural daylight and views 



Modular partition walls 

A new very flexible type of partition wall 
complying with the extreme high technical 
demands of a hospital was developed.  
The walls are based on a 30 cm design grid which 
allows for a close compliance with the spatial 
requirements. 

30cm design grid integration of services indirect lighting 



Colors in a outpatient clinic 



A patients bedroom 



Flexibility: site 

A long term strategy is needed for the site. A 
lot of hospitals have limited their future 
possibilities by neglecting this strategic issue. 
The new  Martini hospital can be replaced by 
a new building in the long term (set to 40y), 
but even at it's midlife stage (20y) the hospital 
has the option to leave the site and sell the 
building for a multitude of other functions 
(offices, dwellings, schools, etc.). 
This keeps the residual value of the building 
high. 
 
The parking garage has been built for a period 
of 20 years or longer 





Concurrent engineering 

external shafts 

integration of art flexibility in penetrations modular furniture 

double skin façade 
modular walls 
with integrated services 

45% energy reduction 
geothermal storage 
 
double skin façade 

Only an integrated approach with all designers and engineers 
can lead to a high level of flexibility. It's result is a high-tech 
building with low utilization costs and a unified architecture. 



BIM: a central database 

A Building Information Model provides answers 
to all kind of performance questions such as: 
 energy performance 
 heating transmission 
 sound resistance 
 electricity redundancy 
 construction stability 
 logistics 
 etc. 
 

 



Air duct calculations 



Air speed check 



Counting lists 



Sheet appearance 

NLR Amsterdam 



Visualisations 



Making comments by projectmanager 



Make clear appointments 
You need a good referee! 
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Building Information Modelling 



Next Generation Hospital Bratislava 



Next Generation Hospital Bratislava SK 

An iconic building 



Functionality meets stimulating environment 



interior connected to nature 



A green hospital in a busy environment 



Medical Centre Moscow 



theme out of the brief: 

respectful treatment 

mansion patients / staff woods 

of: 



still noticeable as 

resulting in:   

a modern, flexible and 
pleasant hospital 

a mansion in the woods 



same atmosphere 



entrance 



connection to nature 
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